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Abstract— This paper describes a simple method for the
detection of anger expressions from the face. The other basic
expressions are not involved in this work. A single SVM with
linear kernel is trained on neutral and angry examples from the
D.C.U. face database, a dataset gathered for the purpose of the
project. The face is extracted with a boosted cascade classifier
similar to Viola and Jones’ object detector and processed by a
restricted bank of 6 Gabor filters. The Gabor filter coefficients
are the features used to train the classifier.
Two approaches are addressed and compared: a single
analysis of the whole face or a combination of the two face
“hemispheres” separately analyzed. While the separate analysis
is consistent to the model of the human visual perception of the
expressions, it is outperformed by the single analysis approach.
Both of the approaches perform badly on a complex
generalization test, showing that the dataset is too restricted. On
a more simple validation procedure 79% of detection accuracy is
achieved with the single analysis method.

Index Terms— Cascade Classifier, Face Recognition, Gabor
Filters, Gesture Recognition, Image Sequence Analysis, Support
Vector Machines,

I.INTRODUCTION

I

n a communication, a message is defined by its context, its
content and its aim. While humans express content with
words only, they employ other ways to convey the context
and the aim of a message. A few examples of them are the
voice tone or the body language. The high communicative
power of the face makes of it one the major vector of
“unspoken language” [11]. Being able to perform an automatic
analysis of the expressions from the face would highly
improve the human-machine interaction but also be a major
innovation in a wide range of field, such as security
monitoring, psychiatry, research on pain and depression,
interactive teaching and telecommunications [1][2]. Due to
these promising applications, the facial expression analysis
has grown as an active research topic. However, many aspects
are still to be resolved for a robust detection in a real-world

application [11]. The diversity of the face view is one of the
major issues to be overcome. Uneven illuminations, glasses or
facial hair are likely to disrupt the analysis of the expression
[11].
To cope with these issues, a lot of solutions are
proposed following many different approaches. The analysis is
based on different kinds of facial features inspired by
anatomic knowledge (fiducial points) or by complex models
(Active Shape Models, Hidden Markov Models) [11]. They
are extracted by either tracking facial motion (difference
images, feature point tracking, optical flow, motion models) or
measuring the deformation of the face (based on images or on
models) [11].
This project is mostly inspired from the work of G.
Littlewort et al. described in [1]. They aim to detect the six
universal expressions (anger, disgust, joy, sadness, fear,
surprise) with a bank of 63 SVMs trained with Gabor
coefficients selected with Adaboost. The face is first extracted
from the frame using a version of Viola and Jones face
detector. It is then processed by a bank of Gabor filters, of
which the most representative coefficients are selected by
Adaboost to train the bank of classifiers. Each SVM is trained
on a different pair of expressions. Several approaches are
described and compared, one of them achieving a
classification accuracy rate of 86,3% on images of the Cohn
Kanade dataset. [1] is also one of the few papers to discuss
about the computation efficiency of the selected approach.
The project described in this document is similar to [1] but
also simpler as it is focused on the anger expression. A facial
expression video set described in section II.1 was created to
support this project. Different approaches were tested and
compared, they are described in section II and their
performances are detailed in the section III.
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III.DESCRIPTTION OF TH
HE SYSTEM
M
1. THE DATA
ASETS
In macchine learning,, descriptions of complex paatterns
arre achieved byy providing a ccomprehensivee set of exampples. A
paattern with a hhigh diversity llike the facial expression reqquires
a llarge dataset w
with a wide vaariety of subjeccts. Due to thee
increasing intereest in facial exxpressions, maany databases are
buuilt and sharedd online amongg the researchh community. T
This
prroject involvess two of them: the Cohn-Kanade (CK [3] and
CK
K+ [4]) facial expressions ddatabase3 and the Center forr Vital
Loongevity Face Database [5] of the Univerrsity of Texas aat
Daallas4 . Anothher dataset, callled the D.C.U
U. face databasse,
waas constituted for this projecct.
The D..C.U. face dataabase is a videeo dataset. The
recordings featuure students peerforming an aanger expressiion
froom a neutral face.
f
It gatherss 66 videos of 18 subjects, 110
m
males and 8 fem
males. Buildingg my own dataaset allows to flout
the constraints iimposed by thhe previous woork and to havee a
beetter understannding of the daata content forr the test phasee. On
the other hand, tthis is a long aand delicate taask. This datasset
weere used for trraining and tessting the develloped program
m.
The Coohn-Kanade ddataset is a statte of the art
daatabase of faciial expressionss commonly uused within thee
research commuunity [3][4], inncluding in [1]]. It includes iin total
1223 subjects perrforming diffeerent posed exxpressions in fr
front
off a recording ccamera. The 6 basic expressiions are includded in
the dataset, but all the subjectts do not perfoorm all of them
m. In
this project, thiss dataset is useed to test the algorithm
a
withh an
exxternal datasett and to compaare the influennce of other
exxpressions thann anger (see seection V).
was created inn the
The U..T. face databaase of Dallas w
neeed of a dataseet that represennts all the age groups [5]. It
includes colour images of 3522 female and 2226 male subjeects
wiith neutral facces [5]. Other eexpressions arre included, buut with
fewer exampless. The dataset rrepresents a good cross secttion of
the face diversitty with subjects of differentt ages and
ethhnicities. In adddition, the exxamples are reecorded in
coonditions simillar to the DCU
U dataset: theyy are displayedd in
froont of a simplee background in a frontal viiew, with a unniform
illlumination. Thhis dataset wass particularly ffitted to test thhe
face detector deescribed in secction II.C.

2. THE ANGR
RY EXPRES
SSION AND
D
THE CHOS
SEN ACTIO
ONS UNITS
S
There iis no unique ddescription of aan angry face of
whhich more thann 60 variationns have been liisted. Howeveer,
O
Official websiite:
htttp://www.piitt.edu/~emo
otion/index.h
html
4M
More informaation about th
he database aare available
on
nline: http://aagingmind.uttdallas.edu/faacedb
3
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theyy all involve soome of the folllowing Actionn Units (A.U.)):
4,5,,7, 23 [6] show
wn in the figurre 1.
Typical anger facial ddeformations aare lowered
eyebbrows formingg wrinkles on the forehead. Upper eyelidss are
raised; lower eyellids are tensedd and straighteened. The mouuth is
with the lips preessed togetherr, tensed and
wheether closed w
thinnned, or openeed showing teeeth. A boss miight appear onn the
chinn.

Fig.. 2 Typical Acction Units invvolved in the anger
exp
pression. Figu
ures taken from [7]

The anallysis of the anngry face show
ws that two reggions
of innterest emergee:
- the uupper part of the
t face, incluuding the forehhead,
the rroot of the nosse and the eyeebrows and thee
eyess,
- and the lower parrt with the mouuth and the chhin
This is cconsistent withh the results off psychophysiccal
experiments show
wing that the pperception of ffacial expressions
folloows a “late inttegration moddel” [1] in which these two pparts
of thhe face are scaanned separateely. In [1], G. Littlewort andd her
team
m improved thheir results of 1% by implem
menting a sepaarate
anallysis of the tw
wo parts of the face.
Thereforre in this projeect the detectioon of facial anngry
expression is attem
mpted followiing two strateggies:
- Thee single analyssis of the wholle face
- Andd the separate analysis of thee two
“hem
mispheres” off the face.

3. EXTRACTIN
NG THE FA
ACE WITH A
B
BOOSTED CASCADE CLASSIFIE
ER
B
BASED ON HAAR-LIK
KE FEATUR
RES
The facee is automaticaally extracted in each frame
withh a cascade claassifier inspireed from Viola and Jones objject
deteector [8]. To eensure a robustt detection, thee image is
scannned at differeent scales withh a set of Haarr-like features..
Theey are fast to ccompute, but ggenerate a huge amount of ddata
to pprocess. An effficient way to reduce the nuumber of featuures
is too select the moost relevant caandidates withh a boosting
algoorithm. They aare passed throough a series oof classifiers oof
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increasing compplexity called a “cascade”, lleaving the finnest
annalysis to the eend where onlyy a few candiddates remain.
The facce detector used in this project is the
im
mplementationn available in O
OpenCV librarries. It was tessted
onn the Center foor Vital Longeevity Face Dattabase of the
Unniversity of Teexas at Dallas and the DCU
U angry faces
daatabase that are described inn section II.A. The detectionn
acccuracy rates are
a higher thann 98% for bothh of the databaases
wiithout any falsse detection.
These results are exppectable due too the fact that the
daatabases are reecorded in conntrolled environments: the faaces
arre shown with a frontal view
w, a simple bacckground, andd
unniformly lit.
The analysiis operates in aan efficient waay but
takkes an averagee of 500 ms byy frame on a 2 GHz Pentium
m
prrocessor, preveenting a real tiime analysis.
Another conncern is the faace extraction
acccuracy. Even though the fallse alarm rate of the detectoor is
veery low, it is of high importaance to extractt only the facee of
the subject that most of the tim
me does not fiit the shape off a
rectangle. A sollution reportedd in [1] is the uuse of an eye
deetector to reloccate the locatioon of the deteccted face. Thee eye
deetector implem
mented in the O
OpenCV librarries was testedd for
this purpose. Thhe results obtaained were badd, so it is not
included in the pproject.
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The figuure above show
ws that the seccond approachh
alloows to get rid oof most of bacckground extraacted along thee
cheeeks.
Another approach based on a mouthh and eyes
deteectors for the ttwo parts of thhe face extracttion was testedd. It
wass proved to be unreliable maainly because oof the inaccuraacy
of thhe mouth deteector implemennted in OpenC
CV. In additionn,
this approach is tw
wice longer ass it involves tw
wo multi scalee
deteection.

4. FEATURE EXTRACTIO
E
ON WITH A
B
BANK OF G ABOR FIL
LTERS
Once thee face is extraccted, it is resizzed into a 48x448
pixeels and processsed by a bankk of Gabor Filtters. Gabor
filteering is a robuust extraction ttechnique for llocal features,
invaariant to smalll motion and deformation
d
[22]. A Gabor
funcction is the combination of a 2D Gaussiann kernel and a
sinuusoidal plane w
wave orientedd following thee direction θ. T
The
filteering process hhighlights the edges of the im
mage that are
perppendicular to the
t given direcction θ. The sccale of the
anallysis is defined via the standdard deviationn of the Gaussiian
kernnel. Several fillters are used to extract feattures at differeent
scalles and with diifferent orienttations. It is referred as a bannk.
Thee rule of thumbb is a 40 filterss bank of 8 diffferent
orieentations at 5 ddifferent scales, as reported in [1]. The ouutput
of such a set of filters is a Gaboor mosaic of 440*48*48 = 922160
coeffficients that aare computed for each framee. In [1], G.
Litttlewort and herr team use Addaboost to seleect the featuress
trainning the classiifiers. Using a statistical booosting algorithhm
in thhis case is not possible becaause the dataseet is too limiteed.
Insttead, an investtigation based on the entropyy of the Gaborr
mossaics has show
wn that most of the variationn between the
anger and the neuutral frames caan be extractedd by a restricteed
set oof filters.

Fig. 3 Two outp
puts of the facce detector. T
The extraction
n
exxample on thee left is invalid. The right eexample show
ws a
vaalid extraction
n.
In the sseparate analyysis approach, the face is
p
exxtracted using the same deteector. It is thenn split in two parts
ussing predefinedd coordinates that have provved to extract the
facial features w
without any baackground on tthe consideredd
r
to 24xx48 pixels.
daataset. The twoo images are rescaled

Fig. 4. A compaarison of the eextracted regions of intereest in
th
he two approaaches.

Fig.. 5. The facial features are extracted witth a restricted
d
ban
nk of Gabor fillters
Two wavvelengths (4 and
a 4√2) and three
t
orientations
(0 rad, and ) are retained. IIt can be noticced that the anngles
considered are hoorizontal or vertical only. Ann explanation to
this is that the angger expressionn results from a horizontal
stretching of the fface (tighteninng of the lips aand the lid,
wn resulting inn
horiizontal musclee bulge on the forehead, frow
eyebbrows flattening) and a verttical contractioon (tightening of
the eyelid, eyebroows lowering).
In the seeparate analysiis of the two pparts of the facce,
the regions of inteerest are proceessed in the saame way.
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5. TRAINING THE SUPPORT
VECTOR MACHINES (S.V.M.)
The Gabor filters coefficients are used to train a Ctype SVM with a linear kernel.
In [1], G. Littlewort et al. evaluated the performances
of different SVM kernels for the purpose of facial expressions
classification (Linear, polynomial, Laplacian and Gaussian).
The linear kernel and unit-width Gaussian reach the best
performances, but the linear kernel is selected because it is the
fastest option [1], [9].
A C-type SVM allows the differentiation of n classes
(with n ≥ 2) with possible imperfect separation [10]. The best
hyperplane separating the n clusters of data is chosen in an
attempt to minimize the number of misclassified examples and
maximize the margin between the hyperplane and the closest
examples [10]. The advantage is given to one of the approach
in function of the regularization parameter C value. For a large
value of C, the optimization minimizes the number of
misclassified examples, even if it leads to smaller margins to
the hyperplane. The opposite approach is taken for a small
value of the regularization parameter.
In this project, the SVM is trained with different
values of C to find the optimal value minimizing the test set
error [9]. A cross validation estimate gives the classification
error for each new value of the regularization parameter. The
training examples are a neutral and an angry expression at its
highest intensity for each video of the D.C.U. face dataset
In the second approach, a SVM is trained for each
part of the face with the same type of examples. The
classification decision is based on the addition of the
classification value of the two parts of the face.

III.RESULTS OBTAINED
Four different tests were performed to measure the
performance of the two chosen approaches.

6. TEST WITH AN EXTERNAL
DATASET
First, a simple test was performed to measure the
performance of the single analysis approach on an external
dataset. The testing sample was composed of image of neutral
and angry faces from 21 subjects selected from the CohnKanade dataset [3], [4].
The algorithm, trained with the D.C.U. face database,
scanned the images and predicted the expressions displayed by
the subjects. The very bad results of the experiment motivated
another test with the same testing sample. This time, the
classification values of the neutral frames were compared
subject by subject to the values of the angry ones.
The results of the two tests are shown in the table
below.
The first test show bad results: only 6 out of 21
subjects are correctly classified. Most of the expressions are
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misclassified, but the classification values of the angry frames
tend to be higher that the neutral ones. The average difference
between the two classification values is 0.7904, while typical
classification values are included between -2 and 2. This
consideration shows that the algorithm differentiates the two
expressions but cannot recognize them without a reference.
It leads to the second test for which a much better
detection accuracy rate of 90.5% is reached.
In the first test, most of the misclassifications are due
to the same labelling of the neutral and angry faces, while the
classification values follow the right trends. A solution to this
issue would be to extend the training dataset to provide more
examples.
Direct detection accuracy
Detection Accuracy With
neutral reference
Average classification
distance between the neutral
and angry examples

28,6%
90,5%
0,7904

Table 1: Results from the anger recognition test with
training samples extracted from the CK and CK+ dataset
[3], [4].

7. VALIDATION PROCEDURE WITH
THE VIDEO SET
The second test is much more complex, and was run with
the two approaches. The algorithms were tested on videos of
the D.C.U. face database following the Leave One Out Cross
Validation procedure. In this procedure, all the subjects of the
dataset except one are used to train the classifier. A video of
the subject left over is used to test the classifier. This process
is repeated with a different subject for the test as many times
as there are subjects in the dataset. The global error rate is
computed as the average of all the misclassified frames
divided by the total number of frames of the video set. The
transient state between two expressions is not included in the
test phase.

Detection
Accuracy Rate
Average on the
whole dataset
with the single
analysis
Average on the
whole dataset
with the
combined
analysis

Direct
Classifi
cation

Classification
with neutral
reference

Classification
with average
value of the
first ten
frames

42,66%

42.61%

37.63%

30,82%

25.77%

43.41%

Table 2: Results from the anger recognition test with
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training samples extracted from the CK and CK+ dataset
[3], [4].
As the table 2 shows above, both of the tested methods
performed badly with accuracy rates of 42,66% and 30,82%.
Surprisingly, the second approach combining the analysis of
the two parts of the face exhibits the worse results. The
separate analyses of the face interfere, leading to an incorrect
prediction. In particular, the classification of the lower part of
the face has proven to be unreliable. This is due to the fact that
it is easier to provide good training examples of the upper part
of the face. A clear distinction between the neutral and angry
state is harder to perform with the lower part of the face. The
solution to this issue would be to investigate more complex
decisions schemes to combine the two analyses, such as the
MLR (multinomial logistic ridge regression) reported in [1].
As the results of the direct classification method are bad, the
validation procedure was run again, using this time, the
classification value of the first frame as the neutral reference.
Therefore, every frame with a classification with a
classification higher than this reference is interpreted as an
angry frame. This approach is motivated by the fact that for
some subjects, the shape of the eyebrows suggests the
characteristic frown of the anger expression. As every testing
video starts with a neutral face, the first frame can be used as a
reference. The results with this approach are even worse, with
accuracy rates of respectively 42,61% and 25,77%.
Another attempt is to use the average of the first 10 frames
classification value as the neutral reference. This allows to
reduce the probability that the reference value is an outlier.
This strategy shows also bad results, with respectively 37,63%
and 43,41% of detection accuracy.
These results show that the validation procedure is too
complex and that the detection can hardly be performed on
new subjects. The inability of the algorithm to generalize is
due to the restricted size of the dataset, not broad enough to
cope with the high diversity of the human face.

8. SECOND VALIDATION
PROCEDURE WITH THE VIDEO SET
The second validation procedure is a simpler version of the
Leave One Out Cross Validation procedure suggested from
the bad results of the previous validation procedure. This time,
all the videos of the dataset but one are used for training, the
video left behind being used for the test phase. Each of the 18
subjects of the dataset features in at least three training videos.
The testing sample is therefore a new sample, but from a
subject that the classifier has been trained with. This
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procedure is repeated as many times as there are subjects in
the dataset.
Detection
Accuracy Rate

Correct
Classification

Average rate on
the whole dataset
with the single
analysis

79%

False
Negative

False
Positive

12,23%

8.76%

Table 3: Results from the anger recognition test with
training samples extracted from the CK and CK+ dataset
[3], [4].
This procedure shows much better results with an
average detection accuracy rate of 79%. For three testing
samples a detection accuracy of 100% is even achieved. The
results in table 3 also show that the algorithm misclassifies
more often the angry faces (12,23% of the frames) than the
neutral ones (8.76%).

9. EXPERIMENT WITH A SIMILAR
UNIVERSAL EXPRESSION
Most of the state of the art solutions developed to
automatically detect facial expressions attempt to recognize
the six universal expressions reported by P. Ekman: anger,
sadness, happiness, surprise, fear and disgust [1],[6], and [11].
In this project, the outcomes of the analysis are either
anger or neutral, but the neutral actually refers to “all the
expressions but anger”. This solution was selected because it
is too complex to provide a comprehensive sample of all the
facial expressions that differ from anger. At this stage, it has
then been assumed that no other expression would interfere in
the analysis. However, this is too restrictive for a real world
application. It is important to know the influence of the others
expressions in the detection process.
The last test described in this report involves the expression
of disgust which is really close to anger (see Fig. 6).

The testing set is composed of neutral and disgusted frames
of 50 subjects selected from the CK dataset [3], [4]. The
classifier predicting the nature of the expression has been
trained on the D.C.U. face dataset.
As expected, 72% of the disgusted expressions are
misclassified as anger expressions. This is due to the similarity
of the two expressions and to the nature of the training.
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72%
0.8998

Taable 4: Resultts from the aanger recogn
nition test witth
training samplles extracted
d from the CK
K and CK+ dataset
3], [4].
[3
The margin between
b
the neeutral and disggust is 0.8998,,
whhich is even hhigher than thee one observedd with the test
seection III.A. It means that thhe separation oof the two classses is
evven more markked with the disgusted facess.
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